
How does a solar power system work? 

To the untrained eye, you could be forgiven for thinking that there’s not a lot going on, 
but solar power systems are highly advanced and complex systems.  

Turning sunlight into electricity  
Particles of light from the sun (known as “photons”) reach the earth every day. These 
photons are the raw material for the photovoltaic (PV) process.  

The amount of electricity produced during the photovoltaic process is governed in part by 
the intensity of the photons. The angle of the particular part of the earth’s surface to the 
sun, the amount of cloud cover, smoke haze or other interference, and the time of year all 
impact on the generating capacity.  

For this reason a solar power system will generate more electricity in summer than it will 
in winter –and more on clear and sunny days compared to overcast ones.  

How solar panels create an electrical current 
Solar power panels are made from specially treated semiconductor materials composed 
mostly of silicon. The panels - also called photovoltaic modules - are constructed with 
two sheets of silicon manufactured to take advantage of the photons bombarding the 
earth.  

One sheet, called the N-layer, is constructed with silicon atoms that have "extra" 
electrons wandering freely within the layer. The other sheet, called the P-layer, has 
"missing" electrons, or "holes" that attract free electrons.  

The two layers are separated by an electrical field, created by the interaction of atoms 
from both sides.  

When a photon of sunlight strikes an atom in either layer, it knocks loose an electron. In 
the P-layer, these free electrons easily cross through the electrical field and into the N-
layer. This movement of electrons is one-way: N-layer electrons aren't able to cross the 
electrical field into the P-layer.  

As a result, an excess of free electrons build up in the N-layer. A metal wire attached to 
the N-layer gives the excess electrons somewhere to go. The movement of electrons with 
energy is called an electric current. As long as the sun is shining, the electrical current in 
a solar-electric system continues.  

An inverter changes the current from DC to AC  
The type of current produced by a solar panel is called direct current (DC). Before it can 
be used to power a home or office, it is converted to alternating current (AC) by an 
electronic inverter. 



The quality of the power from one of these inverters can exceed the quality of power 
coming from the electricity grid. Some inverters are supplied with an additional circuit, 
called "maximum power point tracking," or MPPT for short. This optimises the way the 
inverter processes the energy from the photovoltaic panels, providing power even on 
cloudy days.  

Energy demanded by a household is called a load. In a standalone photovoltaic system 
(i.e. not connected to the electricity grid), electricity generated in excess of the 
household’s load can be stored in batteries for later use.  

 


